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ABSTRACT
We propose to use model checking to detect feature inter-
actions in a set of features under design for an automotive
embedded system. In this paper, we present (1) the charac-
teristics of the feature interaction problem in the automotive
domain that make model checking an appropriate detection
technique; (2) our proposal for a general, systematic defini-
tion of feature interactions for this domain based on the set
of actuators in the vehicle influenced by the features; and
(3) our solutions to two modelling issues that arise when
creating a description in SMV of the behaviour of an in-
tegrated set of automotive features designed in Matlab’s
Stateflow.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software Program Verifi-
cation

General Terms
Design, Verification

Keywords
Feature interaction, automotive systems, model checking,
composition

1. INTRODUCTION
Automotive embedded systems consist of software, and

electrical and mechanical processes monitored by the soft-
ware. In the automotive domain, a feature is a bundle of
system functionality recognized by the driver; it is normally
implemented in software, and provides advanced function-
ality to the vehicle. For instance, an automotive feature is
Cruise Control (CC). These features have a degree of control
over the mechanical components that operate the dynamics
of the vehicle. Examples of these mechanical components
are brakes, throttle, and steering.
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Ideally, features should be able to be integrated into or
removed from an existing embedded system without prob-
lems. However, when features that have been developed and
tested in isolation are integrated into a system, the combina-
tion of features can cause unexpected and undesired system
behaviour. In automotive systems, these feature interaction
problems arise from the activation of two or more features
sending requests to the mechanical processes that cause con-
tradictory physical forces, possibly at distinct times. An ex-
ample is having simultaneous requests to apply the brakes
and the throttle. A feature interaction can cause problems
ranging from driver discontent to a fatal accident. Tradi-
tionally, in automotive systems, reliability and correctness
checks are performed using extensive testing and techniques
such as probabilistic reliability modelling [20] and Failure
Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [12]. These techniques
focus on individual feature failures and do not help identify
feature interactions during integration. The feature inter-
action problem becomes more prevalent with the increased
complexity in systems. Given that features often evolve as
a product line, feature interaction is an ongoing problem.

After identifying the unique characteristics of the auto-
motive domain (described in Section 2), we recognized that
model checking is an appropriate technique to detect feature
interactions between automotive feature designs. We use the
SMV model checker [14] because of its powerful features and
general-purpose, flexible input language. Matlab’s State-
flow language [6] is used extensively for designing embed-
ded components in the automotive and avionics industries,
so we are creating a translator from Stateflow to SMV [8].
This paper presents three contributions:

1. A discussion of the characteristics of the feature inter-
action problem in the automotive domain contrasted
with the well-studied version of the problem in telecom-
munications. (Section 2)

2. A proposal for a general, systematic definition of fea-
ture interactions for this domain that is independent of
the features. Our definition is based on the actuators
in the mechanical processes controlled by the features,
and results in a set of temporal logic properties. (Sec-
tion 3)

3. Our solutions for how to model in SMV: (a) State-
flow’s AND-state composition (whose meaning is dis-
tinct from AND-states in Statecharts[7]) used within
feature design models, and (b) the concurrent behaviour
of an integrated set of features. (Section 4).

We are currently working on case studies with our own
features [8] and features designed by domain experts to val-
idate our approach experimentally.



2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMOTIVE
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

An automotive embedded system is composed of a “cy-
ber” part, which is software components running on digital
hardware that have a degree of control over the mechani-
cal processes, and a “physical” part, which is the mechanical
processes.1 The cyber and physical components of an auto-
motive embedded system are illustrated in Figure 1, where
the main mechanical components that operate the dynam-
ics of the vehicle are throttle, braking and steering. The
cyber components receive information from the mechani-
cal processes through sensors, and send requests, which can
take values as parameters, to be executed by the mechanical
processes through actuators. In the automotive domain, a
feature is a service recognized by the driver and it is imple-
mented in software, for example, Collision Warning (CW).

PHYSICAL COMPONENTS
(mechanical processes)

F1 F2 Fn
CYBER COMPONENTS

(software features running 
on digital hardware)

brakes steering

throttle

ACTUATORSSENSORS

Figure 1: Components of an Automotive System

In our models, we are concerned only with the features.
The environment of our models consists of the mechanical
processes, which perform actions that create physical forces.
Inputs from this environment are normally the discrete ap-
proximations of the values read from the sensors (e.g., speed
value at time t), and outputs are action requests to the ac-
tuators (e.g., set throttle to 10).

In automotive embedded systems, features usually run si-
multaneously and independently, possibly on different hard-
ware, with no direct communication between features. Indi-
rect communication occurs through the environment of the
mechanical processes. Features and their environment form
a closed loop: the output of the features change the environ-
ment, which is read through the sensors and becomes input
to the features at a later time. For these systems, the sin-
gle input assumption is not valid. Feature interactions arise
from the activation of two or more features whose output re-
quests to the actuators cause contradictory physical forces
on the mechanical components, potentially at distinct times.

The feature interaction problem has been studied exten-
sively in the last couple of decades in telecommunication sys-
tems, but it is not yet completely solved [18]. The problem
has been found more recently in other domains, wherever
software components are required to work together, such as
web services, networked appliances, and embedded systems.
However, the characteristics and challenges of the problem
are slightly different between the telecommunication domain
and the automotive domain.

In a telecommunication system, the feature interactions
appear in the cyber part (e.g., call blocking compromised

1In this section, we follow the terminology of cyber-physical
systems (CPS), in which embedded computers and networks
monitor and control physical processes [11].

by call forwarding when the later forwards a call to a num-
ber in the subscriber’s blocking list). In automotive systems,
the interactions may be in the physical part, creating con-
tradictory physical forces in the environment (e.g., actuators
for brakes and throttle conflict in their influence on speed in
the environment).

In an automotive system, the set of features is fixed at
retail or release time making an off-line solution based on
analysis of the designs reasonable. A telecommunication
system is more likely to need an on-line feature detection
and resolution solution because of the incremental addition
of features by a user.

In a telecommunication system, multiple copies of the
same feature may be invoked dynamically by different users
during a call (e.g., multiple use of call waiting). Automotive
systems have the advantage that only one copy of a feature
can be active in a vehicle, making it possible to analyze these
systems as if the features are invoked statically.

Finally, in an automotive system, the set of actuators and
their range of possible values are known. In contrast, in a
telecommunication system we do not know the values that
the route can take since subscription information can change
dynamically and features can be customized by the users.

In summary, the feature interaction problem in automo-
tive systems is bounded as compared to telecommunication
systems, which makes off-line symbolic model checking of
feature designs a promising detection technique. However,
the set of potential feature interactions cannot be described
solely in terms of explicit feature behaviour; they may de-
pend on environmental behaviour between forces unrelated
in name.

3. DEFINITION OF FEATURE INTERAC-
TIONS

While classifications of feature interactions in telecommu-
nications exist (e.g., [3, 10]), these classifications do not
systematically lead to a set of properties to detect feature
interactions. We believe that the unique characteristics of
the automotive domain make it possible to create a general
definition of feature interactions independent from the set
of features. Our proposed definition provides a systematic
method for using model checking to detect interactions.

Across all domains, a feature interaction is when a feature
in an environment of other features does not perform as it
does when the feature operates in isolation. An interaction
arises when the features have conflicting effects on a system
and its environment. While the behaviour of both features
may be correct according to their intended behaviours, their
interaction is undesired. A prerequisite for a feature inter-
action is that the two features both influence (i.e., modify)
the same element of the system or its environment.

Our goal is to create a general definition of the potential
feature interactions in automotive systems by considering
the elements influenced by multiple features. Figure 2 il-
lustrates that in this domain an element with multiple fea-
ture influences might be directly modified by the system and
therefore referred to by both features using the same name
(e.g., throttle); or it might exist outside the embedded sys-
tem as a conflict manifested in the environment caused by
outputs of the system (e.g., speed in the environment af-
fected by brakes and throttle). Simply searching the data
flow for multiple feature influences would be too conservative



Immediate Temporal

Same
Boolean �(X1 �= X2) �((X1 �= Xlast_set) ∧ ((tnow − tlast X) < time_threshold))

Actuator Degrees �(| X1 − X2 | > value_threshold)
�((| X1 − Xlast_set | > value_threshold)
∧ ((tnow − tlast_X) < time_threshold))

Conflicting
Boolean �(X �= Y ) �((X �= Ylast_set) ∧ ((tnow − tlast_Y ) < time_threshold))

Actuators Degrees
�((X > value_thresholdX)

� ((X > value_thresholdX )

∧(Y > value_thresholdY ))
∧ (Ylast_set > value_thresholdY )
∧ ((tnow − tlast_Y ) < time_threshold))

Table 1: Definition of Feature Interactions

approach alone because the two features might never influ-
ence the element at the same time. In addition, it would not
uncover conflicts that appear outside the system of features.
Therefore, we use the elements of multiple feature influences
to construct temporal logic properties that check the oper-
ational behaviour of the feature to detect whether a feature
interaction can occur.
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speed

Embedded 
System + 
Environment

Embedded 
System

Feature

brakes

throttle

Figure 2: Example of Multiple Feature Influences

In automotive systems, the elements of multiple feature
influence are either (1) the actuators in the mechanical pro-
cesses that receive requests from the features, or (2) ele-
ments of the environment influenced by the actuators’ ac-
tions. The set of actuators is a relatively small, stable set
known to all features designers, and the elements of multi-
ple actuator influence in the environment (e.g., speed) are
usually well-known. Our definition of feature interactions
takes as input (a) the names of the actuators and (b) sets of
actuators’ names that all influence the same element in the
environment. This information can be easily determined by
domain experts and is unlikely to change across projects.

Table 1 presents our definition of the set of feature interac-
tions in automotive embedded systems. Our definition con-
tains two main parts: (1) Same Actuator for direct actuator
conflicts, and (2) Conflicting Actuators for actuators that
cause feature interactions in the environment. We differ-
entiate between (a) Boolean-valued actuators (e.g., brakes
= true means “apply brakes”), and (b) degree-valued actu-
ators where the degree of force requested is relevant (e.g.,
throttle = 10). In the table, we use X and Y to repre-
sent actuator values for distinct actuators that are making
requests. A feature interaction may be Immediate, in that
the conflict is caused by two features making requests in the
same step, or Temporal, in that the conflict is caused by two
requests happening within a certain time threshold of each
other. In the table, we describe the interaction as a formula
in linear temporal logic (LTL) [13]. All the properties are
eventually (�) properties to detect a feature interaction. If
the property fails then a feature interaction has not been
detected. We abbreviate the phrase “feature interaction de-
tection property” to FIDP.

For each actuator, X, we create FIDPs for the Immediate
and Temporal cases of the Same Actuator row in Table 1.

An Immediate interaction is simply a race condition on an
actuator. The goal of these FIDPs is to detect situations
where two features request sufficiently different values for an
actuator that it is considered an interaction, e.g., one fea-
ture requests brakes and the other requests no brakes. To
avoid logical inconsistencies during the integration of fea-
tures (e.g., brakes ∧ ¬brakes), in our models each feature
has its own name for each actuator. The Immediate Same
Actuator set of FIDPs includes a FIDP for every pair of
features that share an actuator. For Boolean actuators, the
FIDP detects when a shared actuator has been set to differ-
ent values by two features, e.g., �(brakes_1 �= brakes_2).
For degree-valued actuators, we detect if they have suffi-
ciently different values based on a value threshold, e.g.,
| throttle_1 − throttle_2 | > 10. The value thresholds
would be determined by a domain expert and could be zero
to detect if the requests to the actuators are different.

Because the actuators are requests to the mechanical pro-
cesses, such as “start braking”, the effects of these requests
are unlikely to be instantaneous, so a feature interaction can
occur between requests of the features at distinct times. For
example, a feature interaction would occur if a feature re-
quests full throttle force at time t, and while the throttle is
still increasing, another feature requests a small amount of
throttle at a time t + 1. We call this case a Temporal inter-
action. A domain expert determines the threshold of time
within which contradictory requests to an actuator consti-
tute a feature interaction. To describe a temporal feature
interaction in LTL, in our integrated set of feature models
we create and maintain two history variables: one to cap-
ture the last time an actuator was assigned a value (e.g.,
tlast_brakes), and one to hold the last value that was assigned
(e.g., brakeslast_set). For degree-valued actuators, the FIDP
detects whether the difference between the last and current
values exceeds the value threshold (e.g., (| throttle_1−
throttlelast_set | > value_threshold)), and whether suffi-
cient time has passed for the previous output to take effect,
e.g., | tnow−tlast_throttle | > time_threshold. It might be the
case that both immediate and temporal feature interactions
exist with different value thresholds. In model checking, we
plan to explore optimizations to handle time, e.g., only stor-
ing the differences in time, rather than absolute times.

The Conflicting Actuators row of Table 1 creates FIDPs
for pairs of different actuators (X and Y ) that both influence
an element of the environment. Because each feature has its
own name for its actuators, for each actuator, we create a
macro to indicate when any copy of the actuator is receiving
a request. The Temporal Boolean case includes one FIDP
for Y having been requested previously and X being re-
quested now with a different value (shown in the table) and
one FIDP for the symmetric case. For degree-valued actua-
tors, in the Immediate case, we detect if the requests to the



conflicting actuators are both greater than each actuator’s
value threshold (defined by domain experts). For degree-
valued actuators, the Temporal FIDP detects whether the
current value of X exceeds its threshold of conflict and the
last value of Y exceeds its threshold of conflict, and that the
time between now and when Y was last set exceeds a time
threshold. An FIDP for the symmetric case would also be
created.

Our proposed definition of feature interactions based on
the actuators and environmental elements of multiple fea-
ture influence is systematic and does not rely on examining
the behaviour of the individual features. Because the set of
actuators is small (10-20), we believe it is reasonable to ask a
domain expert to provide the elements of shared influence as
input to the process of creating the FIDPs. The FIDPs for
a set of features can be created automatically. However, our
definition of potential feature interactions is only complete
with respect to the expert knowledge provided.

In contrast, a definition similar to the one proposed here
would not work in telecommunications. Almost all feature
interactions are conflicts on the creation of the one actuator
the route, which has an unbounded set of possible values.

4. MODELLING FEATURES IN SMV
We chose the symbolic model checker SMV to check for

feature interactions because of its powerful features and sim-
ple, but flexible input language. In this section, we de-
scribe two interesting modelling aspects of the translation
from feature designs in Stateflow into SMV. The SMV
model must correctly describe the semantics of individual
feature designs, as well as the semantics of features operat-
ing concurrently in a vehicle. Both of these aspects influence
the way we map Stateflow “steps” to SMV “steps”. The
SMV step must match the step of the smallest granularity
in Stateflow, but to match exactly the semantics of con-
current features and individual feature behaviour, we have
to mimic the creation of larger steps in SMV.

A Stateflow model is a hierarchical state machine with
transitions between states. The syntax of Stateflow is
similar to that of Statecharts [7]. However, AND-states in
Stateflow, which are frequently used within features by
designers, have a very different meaning than AND-states
in Statecharts. In Stateflow, individual features run in
a single thread and there cannot be any concurrency be-
tween different parts of the feature. AND-state execution is
sequential: each component of an AND-state is numbered
and the sibling components execute one at a time in order.
All siblings react to the same set of inputs. Figure 3 shows
an example of the execution of an AND-state labelled C
consisting of two components A (numbered 1) and B (num-
bered 2). (For the moment, please ignore state D, which will
be used to explain concurrent execution of features later.)
A is also an AND-state, consisting of two subcomponents,
A1 and A2. In this paper, we call Stateflow AND-states
ordered composition to distinguish them from the common
meaning of AND-state in Statecharts.

To model Stateflow in SMV, we first make an SMV
step correspond to taking one transition. As is common in
translators to SMV, control states are variables of enumer-
ated type, and hierarchy is modelled using nested switch
statements. Figure 4 shows the SMV module for the fea-
ture model C of Figure 3. One step in SMV chooses a case
in the switch statement based on the enabling conditions on
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Figure 3: Illustration of Stateflow Feature Models

the transition and the current control states.2 The control
state is changed from the source state of the transition to
its destination state, and changes are made that correspond
to the actions on the transition.

To model the sequential behaviour of the components of
an ordered composition operator in Stateflow appropri-
ately in a sequence of SMV steps, each transition changes its
parent state variable to the next component in the ordered
composition (e.g., line 27 in Figure 4). The last component
transfers the token for execution back to the first compo-
nent of the ordered execution (e.g., lines 46 and 63). In
addition, we semi-control the input variables. Inputs must
stay the same for the execution of all components of the or-
dered composition. We allow the inputs to change only in
the SMV step where the token is about to be passed to the
first component of the ordered composition, i.e., when all
the siblings that are part of a feature’s ordered composition
are done executing. This approach does not introduce any
extra steps in the computation. We model this behaviour
in SMV using a macro on line 68–69, called doneC. The
macro hierarchically considers whether the feature is going
to transition to the component of the ordered composition
with execution order 1. Because it is a macro, the number of
variables in the SMV model does not increase. The if-then-
else statement on lines 82–87 forces inputs to stay the same
while components of an ordered composition are executing
and allows inputs to change non-deterministically when the
token is passed to the component with execution order 1. 3

The purpose of the macro sys_ready will be described next.
In our experience, feature designers for automotive sys-

tems work on individual features in Stateflow and do not

2This example is for illustration and could be optimized be-
cause sA1 and sA2 each have only one possible value.
3This aspect of our approach is similar to that used by Chan
et al. [5] to model the semantics of RSML, except that the
definition of when the inputs are allowed to change is quite
different.



1 MODULE C (P,Q,X,Y)
2 {
3 sC : {A,B}; /*state C*/
4 sA : {A1, A2}; /*state A*/
5 sB : {B1,B2}; /*state B*/
6 sA1 : {D}; /*state A1*/
7 sA2 : {E}; /*state A2*/
8

9 init(sC) := A;
10 init(sA) := A1;
11 init(sB) := B1;
12 init(sA1) := D;
13 init(sA2) := E;
14

15 switch(sC) {
16 A:
17 switch(sA) {
18 A1:
19 if (sys_ready)
20 {
21 switch(sA1) {
22 D:
23 if( Q ) {
24 next(Y) := 2;
25 next(X) := X;
26 next(sA1) := D;
27 next(sA) := A2;
28 next(sC) := A; }
29 else {
30 next(X) := X;
31 next(Y) := Y;
32 next(sA1) := D;
33 next(sA) := A2;
34 next(sC) := A; }}
35 }
36 else {
37 next(X) := X;
38 next(Y) := Y;
39 next(sA1) := sA1;
40 next(sA) := sA;
41 next(sC) := sC; }
42 A2:
43 switch(sA2) {
44 E:
45 if( Q ) {

46 next(sA) := A1;
47 next(sC) := B; }
48 ...
49 /* Rest similar to A1 */
50

51 B:
52 switch(sB) {
53 B1:
54 if( P ) {
55 next(X) := X;
56 next(Y) := 1;
57 next(sB) := B2;
58 next(sC) := A; }
59 else {
60 next(X) := X;
61 next(Y) := Y;
62 next(sB) := B1;
63 next(sC) := A; } } }
64 B2: ...
65

66 DEFINE readyC :=
67 sC=A & sA=A11;
68 DEFINE doneC :=
69 next(sC)=A & next(sA)=A1;
70 }
71

72 MODULE main() {
73 P, Q : boolean;
74 X, Y : 0..10;
75 init(X):=0; init(Y):=0;
76 init(P):={true,false};
77 init(Q):={true,false};
78

79 DEFINE sys_ready:=readyC;
80 DEFINE sys_done:=doneC;
81

82 if (sys_done)
83 {next(P) := {true,false};
84 next(Q) := {true,false};}
85 else
86 {next(P) := P;
87 next(Q) := Q;}
88

89 C (P,Q,X,Y);
90 }

Figure 4: SMV Model of Feature C from Figure 3

use Stateflow to simulate their combined behaviour, un-
less they intend to create a new feature with the joint be-
haviours. There is no operator in Stateflow that corre-
sponds to the concurrent behaviour of features integrated in
a vehicle. In the integration, all features receive the same
set of inputs simultaneously, execute concurrently without
communicating with each other, and then produce outputs
that are commands to the shared set of actuators. Even
though all features receive their inputs synchronously, each
feature must preserve its individual Stateflow semantics,
such as sequentiality of execution when a feature contains
ordered composition. Whenever a feature model with sev-
eral components in an ordered composition is combined with
a feature model with fewer or no ordered composition op-
erators, the latter feature model must idle maintaining the
values of its outputs while the former feature model finishes
its sequential execution.

For example, in Figure 3, two features, C and D, execute
concurrently. Feature C is an ordered composition of its two
children A and B with execution order 1 and 2 respectively.
Feature model A is also an ordered composition of its chil-
dren, A1 and A2 with execution order 1 and 2 respectively.
If at step i input P is received, C will take three steps to
process the input since it has to check for transitions that
can be taken in all of its children. D will only take one step

to process the same input. D must keep its outputs constant
while waiting for C to complete the steps of its ordered com-
positions. D can only begin executing again when C is back
in state A1 of A. At step i + 3, both feature models can
process another input.

Figure 5 shows the SMV model for the Stateflow model
of Figure 3. We define a macro sys ready (line 42–43) to
be true when all features are ready to begin with new in-
puts. The macro is the conjunction of a ready macro for
each feature. The ready macro for each feature considers
the complete hierarchy – it checks when all ordered composi-
tions within a feature are in their components with execution
order 1 (line 66–67 of Figure 4). The sys ready macro is
a condition on taking a transition in the first component of
the innermost ordered composition operator in each feature
(line 19 of Figure 4) or on taking any transition in a feature
with no ordered composition (line 11 of Figure 5). It makes
a feature idle when another feature is still processing an in-
put following its ordered composition. If sys ready is not
true, the value of a feature’s actuators is held constant.

Feature interactions should be checked when the sys ready
macro is true, which is the point when all features have pro-
duced their outputs for a set of inputs.

1 MODULE C (P,Q,X,Y)
2 {
3 /* Refer to Figure 4 */
4 }
5

6 MODULE D (P,Q,Z)
7 {
8 sD : {D1,D2}; /*state D*/
9 init(sD) := D1;

10

11 if (sys_ready)
12 {
13 switch(sD) {
14 D1:
15 if( P ) {
16 next(Z) := 1;
17 next(sD) := D2; }
18 else {
19 next(Z) := Z;
20 next(sD) := D1; }
21 D2: ... }
22 }
23 else
24 { next(Z) := Z;
25 next(sD) := sD;
26 }
27

28 DEFINE readyD := true;

29 DEFINE doneD := true;
30 }
31

32 MODULE main() {
33 P, Q : boolean;
34 X, Y, Z : 0..10;
35

36 init(X) := 0;
37 init(Y) := 0;
38 init(Z) := 0;
39 init(P) := {true,false};
40 init(Q) := {true,false};
41

42 DEFINE sys_ready :=
43 readyC & readyD;
44 DEFINE sys_done :=
45 doneC & doneD;;
46

47 if (sys_done)
48 {next(P):={true,false};
49 next(Q):={true,false};}
50 else
51 {next(P):=P;
52 next(Q):=Q;}
53

54 C (P,Q,X,Y);
55 D (P,Q,Z);
56 }

Figure 5: SMV Model from Figure 3

5. RELATED WORK
Wilson, Magill, and Kolberg consider feature interactions

in embedded systems by investigating home automation sys-
tems [21, 22]. They use an on-line feature interaction man-
ager (FIM), which determines if an interaction occurs when
it detects shared access to environmental variables with dif-
ferent attributes. The FIM may have to be redesigned if
new devices are added that influence new variables.

Metzger introduces a systematic approach for the auto-
matic detection of feature interactions in embedded con-
trol systems, first giving examples on building control sys-
tems [16] and then applying the concepts to other kinds of
embedded systems [15]. In this work, a feature interaction
is defined as an element of multiple feature influence (us-



ing our terminology) on an object diagram. This approach
is conservative because it does not consider the operational
behaviour of each feature.

Banphawatthanarak and Krogh [2] translate Stateflow
to SMV by creating an SMV module per OR- and AND-
state, plus a module to coordinate the status of AND-states
(i.e., ‘not-active’, ‘active-active’, or ‘active-wait’). The con-
ditions for making transitions to each of these states are
passed as parameters to the coordinator AND-state mod-
ule. Our solution is much simpler. In addition, they only
support Boolean variables, and do not support transition
actions, needed in our features to model actuator request.
In [2], each feature is analyzed only in isolation so they did
not consider the semantics of the integration of features nec-
essary to detect feature interactions.

There have been several previous efforts to translate State-
flow to the input languages of other model checkers. These
efforts either (1) did not include a translation for State-
flow AND-states (e.g., Camera [4] – Stateflow to VHDL,
Pingree and Mikk [17] – Stateflow to Spin); or (2) mapped
ordered composition to the Statecharts semantics of AND-
states (e.g., Kalita and Khargonekar [9] – Stateflow to
STeP); or (3) analyzed features only in isolation and did not
consider the semantics of the integration of features neces-
sary to detect feature interactions (e.g., Scaife et al. [19]
– Stateflow to Lustre). Agrawal et al. [1] use a graph
rewriting approach to convert a subset of Stateflow to
Hybrid Automata. Their approach involves flattening to a
much more primitive state machine.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Feature interaction in the automotive domain is a rela-

tively new area of study and will remain of interest in the
future as vehicles continue to increase in complexity. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a general,
systematic definition of feature interactions in the automo-
tive domain. Our definition is based on the set of actuators
used by the features and results in a set of LTL properties
to detect feature interactions through model checking. We
also discussed two modelling issues in creating SMV mod-
els of features designed in Stateflow. We are working on
case studies with our own features and features designed
by domain experts to validate our approach experimentally.
During these case studies we will explore methods for han-
dling state space explosion such as slicing and creating a
library of domain-specific abstractions.
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